Abstract. This paper reports a series of simulation competitions on domestic robots. All of these five competitions were based on a simulation platform focused on evaluating high-level functions of a domestic robot, including task planning and dialogue understanding. The object of holding these competitions is to promote research and development of service robots while avoiding limitations imposed by hardware of real robots. We also analyze the results and performances of participating teams since the competition was first held in 2009, showing that more and more terms are participating and they are performing better and better.
Introduction
Researchers from Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotics and related areas have shown increasing interest in developing intelligent service robots [1, 3, 8, 12] . One of the most promising applications for a service robot is to provide services for untrained and non-technical users at home. Then, as a part of RoboCup, RoboCup@Home league [13] was held to develop service robots for future personal domestic applications and the RoboCup@Home competition is held each year since 2006. In the competition, a number of standard tests are used to evaluate robots' functions and performance in a realistic non-standardized home environment setting. These tests focus on functions which are essential for domestic applications including human-robot interaction, task planning, navigation, mapping, vision, object recognition, object manipulation, system integration and so on. However, due to the limitations of hardware and complexity of robotics techniques like vision, navigation, etc, it is not easy to test the different realizations of high-level cognitive functions of a real robot frequently or to develop a real robot to participate in competitions such as RoboCup@Home. In this paper, we report an effort against these limitations.
Five competitions have been held so far. All of them are based on the same simulation platform, though it has been upgraded several times. The platform is intended to evaluate the performance of a robot on task planning and dialogue understanding. A typical application scenario of a robot is to extract and understand users' requirements and information from dialogue through natural language interface, then resolve corresponding tasks and compute a plan of motions and sub-tasks to meet these requirements. Clearly, these two functions are indispensable for domestic applications, in addition to robots' hardware and underlying technologies in robotics. The platform simulates the low-level functions of an ordinary domestic robot and the features of common home environments related to the tests, by sending to each competing program a list of testing problems expressed in some verbal languages. The competing programs are required to try to solve all the testing problems, ie, to understand each problem and generate a plan for it within a given time limit. The competing programs are evaluated in terms of the performance of the plans they generate.
The first competition was held on December 2009 with 4 teams, while in 2011 two competitions were held with 12 teams and more challenging testing problems.
In this paper, we analyze the results of all five competitions. It shows that more and more teams are participating and they are performing better and better. It also indicates that the platform can be used to compare different approaches for task planning and dialogue understanding of a domestic robot.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the simulation platform. Section 3 and 4 report the results of competitions and compare the different approaches employed by the participating teams. Further discussions and conclusions are given in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
A Simulation Platform for Task Planning and Dialogue
Understanding of Domestic Robots
Task planning and dialogue understanding play essential roles in the development of a domestic robot's high-level functions. In principle, these functions can be realized by various approaches. Then it is extremely interesting to compare these approaches in solving the same problems that involve these functions under the same conditions. For this purpose, we developed a software platform for testing the relevant high-level functions of competing programs which may be developed by different approaches. The platform simulates the low-level functions of an ordinary domestic robot which could automatically move to a specific place, has an arm with a gripper to manipulate small objects and a plate to handle an object each time. The platform also simulates the features of common home environments related to the tests, including the location of an object, whether an object is portable, etc. Human-robot dialogue is simulated in a simplified way, by sending to each competing program a list of testing problems expressed in some verbal languages.
The competing programs are required to try to solve all the testing problems, ie, to understand each problem and generate a plan for it within a given time limit, 5 seconds. The competing programs are evaluated in terms of the performance of the plans they generate. Obviously, the simulated tests on the software platform are much simpler than what can be done with a real robot. But we get much more experimental data from the competitions on the platform, which in turn make the comparisons between different approaches possible. Now we show some details. The Primitive Actions of the Simulated Robot A set of primitive actions are pre-defined in the platform. They keep fixed for all the testing problems. Following the AI convention, each primitive action is specified by its preconditions and effects. In the original version of the platform, there are five primitive actions, listed below.
-move(X): The robot moves and arrives at location X.
-pickup(A): The robot picks up object A.
-putdown(A): The robot puts down object A.
-toplate(A): The robot puts object A in its plate.
-f romplate(A): The robot picks object A up from its plate.
Note that there is a plate on the robot, so that the robot can carry two objects, one in the plate and the other in its gripper. The definitions of these actions are also specified in PDDL statements 1 . The Testing Problems Each testing problem is specified by a scenario description and a task description. The scenario description specifies the initial state of the home environment, which simulates the robot's perception since a real robot perceives its environment state through its sensors. The task description consists of one or more goals, constraints, and other additional information which the user tells the robot when he/she requests a specific service.
A scenario description provides the information of the types of the objects appeared in the scenario, their locations and other attributes. It also provides the current state of the robot. A scenario description is stored as a file in the following form. The objects and agents existing in the scenario are assigned a unique positive integer, denoted as num. In particular, number 1 represents the robot. For simplicity, number 0 is used to represent "nothing". Different locations are labeled as non-negative integers, denoted as loc. And sort denotes the type of the object. The properties (prop) of an object include the object's type, location, color and size:
The robot's state includes its location, the state of the plate and the state of its gripper:
A statement about a scenario description, denoted as state, is either a property of an object or a state of the robot: state := prop | robot.
We assume that human-robot dialogues are spoken in limited segments of natural languages (LSNLs) [5] . A task description specifies a user's task and may consist of three components: goal, constraint, and additional information. They are expressed in a simplified LSNL (actually, a command language). In fact, we set some sub-competitions for a real LSNL, however the results are similar for simplified LSNL. Therefore, we concentrate on the sub-competitions for the command language here.
Formally, a goal is defined as follows.
where
The additional information info is defined as follows, which specifies some supplementary information to the initial state of the problem:
A constraint cons is defined as:
which specifies the conditions that must be satisfied during the process of task execution. not goal means the action specified in goal is forbidden, not info means the condition specified in info needs to be avoided, and not not info means the condition specified in info needs to be maintained.
Finally, a task description is defined as a set of goal, cons and info, and a statement task := goal | info | cons.
Scoring Criteria A competition consists of two stages, each containing 40 testing problems. The competing programs are evaluated according to their total scores for all the testing problems in two stages. In the first stage, every task description only contains goals, while constraints and other additional information are used for the testing problems in the second stage.
The score of a competing program gets from a testing problem depends on the number of goals and constraints that the program accomplishes or maintains, as well as the number of primitive actions in the resulting plan generated by the program for the problem. The concrete criteria are as follows:
-Accomplishment of a goal: A goal is considered to be accomplished, if the final state after performing the plan generated by the competing program meets the goal specification.
-Maintaining a constraint: A constraint is considered to be maintained, if it has been satisfied from the initial state to the final one, in other words, every step of the plan's execution meets the requirement of the constraint.
The scoring system is defined as following:
-10 marks for completing a goal.
-5 marks for maintaining one constraint.
-−3 marks for each move action.
-−1 mark for each primitive action of the rest.
Therefore, the score for a testing problem is computed as: 10× the number of completed goals + 5× the number of maintained constraints − 3× the number of move actions − the number of the rest actions.
Like other RoboCup simulation leagues, we also developed a simulator logplayer to play back robot's actions in the visual simulation environment for a test problem, as shown in Figure 1 . 1 , respectively. These competitions have similar testing problems. As time goes by, more teams participated and generally they performed better.
5 teams in total participated in the first two competitions on December 2009 and May 2010. All the 80 testing problems are the same in the two competitions. These problems were released after the first competition. All the participants to the second competition knew all the problems from beginning. They also debugged their programs with the problems. In this section, we report the results of the second competition and make comparisons based on the results.
We take three representative competing programs for comparison. They are representatives of the three approaches employed in the competitions and each of them got the highest score in its class. The first one is ours; the competing program is just the high-level part of KeJia robot [4, 5] , which is implicated via a nonmonotonic logic programming language called Answer Set Programming (ASP) [2] . This represents the nonmonotonic approach (denoted as NM). The second one is realized with search technology (Search). The third one is based on naive problem-solving approach (PS).
NM approach As presented in [4, 5] , the task planning problem in the competition is converted into that of finding an answer set of an ASP program, where the actions of the robot, the scenario descriptions and the task descriptions are represented as ASP rules. Due to the progress on ASP and ASP solvers, as well as the framework problem [11] , causality [10] , etc, this approach shows many advantages as expected. In particular, there is no difference in handling goals and constraints in this approach, while all the participants adopting other approaches complained about the difficulty of handling constraints. However, efficiency is still the major bottleneck for this approach. In KeJia system, we use iclingo [9] (an incremental ASP solver) to compute answer sets. For a testing problem with 20 portable objects and 14 locations, the system can compute an optimal plan with 12 actions in 5 seconds. More complicated problems may not be solved within the time limit.
Search approach The search approach treats a testing problem as a search problem. The competing program is based on a depth-first search algorithm with some pruning strategies. Firstly, the initial state is acquired from the scenario description and the additional information in the task description. Based on the initial state, the algorithm chooses an primitive action to expand, if the succeeding state meets the requirement of the task, then a plan is computed and it would be stored if it is better than the current best partial plan. If a plan is found, there are not any proper actions to expand, or the search steps are longer than the current best plan, then the algorithm will backtrack to the precious state. Due to the very large state space, strong pruning strategies are needed to ensure that the algorithm terminates in a finite time. But these strategies may exclude the optimal plan-this is the price for the efficiency of the program.
PS approach This approach requires the programmer to predict the detailed solutions for the possible cases of testing problems. A simple strategy is to code a solution for each goal in the task description. The generated plan can be improved by adjusting the order of goals and choosing proper objects. For example, if there are two goals "give" and "puton", the program can choose the objects which are initially at the same location, then an optimal plan can be achieved by holding these two objects at the same time (pick up one and put another on the plate). It is not easy for this approach to handle constraints in the task description. Instead, the constraints were only employed to rule out some forbidden actions. This approach is efficient, but not flexible or reliable. It cannot guarantee to compute the optimal plan for every problem. Re-programming is needed when the domain of the problem changes.
Results There are 14 locations, 8 to 21 different portable objects in the testing scenarios. Initially the robot may have some portable object on its plate or in its gripper. We have run the platform for the second competition on a computer with an AMD Athlon(tm) II X4 620 CPU and a 2GB RAM, the logs and the competing programs can be downloaded from the web site 1 . For a single problem in stage 1, there are 2 to 4 different goals in the task description and optimally it will take 5 to 15 actions to accomplish a task. Note that the difficulty of a testing problem depends on whether or not it contains "related goals". Two goals in a problem are called related, if interleaving the execution of actions for them can reduce the total cost (an example is given in Section 5). If goals in a problem are not related, then they can be accomplished separately without loss of efficiency. Based on this observation, we list the results with and without related goals, respectively. The results of stage 1 are shown in Table 1 . The competing program based on the NM approach returns the optimal plans for 38 problems in stage 1, while the competing programs based on the search and PS approaches find out plans, which may not be optimal, for all problems. For problems without related goals, the NM approach program and the PS approach program compute the same results, except for one problem for which NM runs out of time. For problems with related goals, the NM program can always compute the optimal plans if it completes the task within the time limit, while the PS program returns the plans which are closed to the optimal plans.
For a single problem in stage 2, there are 2 to 4 different goals, at most 5 constraints and 3 pieces of additional information. Optimally, a program will take 5 to 13 actions to accomplish a task. If a problem contains constraints, it requires further reasoning. For example, "pickup(red bottle)" is a goal and "not not on(bottle,table)" is a constraint, which means that "there must be a bottle on the table". Suppose that initially the 'red bottle' is the only bottle on the table. Then the robot should first put another bottle on the table to accomplish the task. Therefore, constraints add another kind of difficulty. The results of stage 2 are shown in Table 2 .
The NM approach returns the optimal plans for 39 problems in stage 2, while the search and PS approach find out plans for all problems. The results show that the NM approach works better for problems with constraints if it can complete the planning in time (it runs out of time for one problem with constraints). It is also shown that the competing program by search approach encountered more difficulty in handling constraints. For most testing problems in both stages, the NM approach program can find out the optimal plans in 5 seconds, but fails for some complicated problems (need more than 12 actions to accomplish). This indicates that the NM program is "religious" and "cautious". The search approach program returns plans for all problems in both stages, but the pruning strategies rule out the optimal plans for most problems. The PS approach program returns plans for all problems. Although for most problems in stage 1 the results are closed to optimal plans, the gap grows for complicated problems, especially when there are constrains.
Another competition was held on July 2010 1 . The competition uses 80 new testing problems with the similar size of previous problems. There are 11 different teams in the competition. Their results and corresponding approaches are listed in Table 3 and 4. Note that, the results still meet the previous observation. and August 2 respectively with more challenging testing problems. Each of the competitions has 12 teams. Different from previous ones, more primitive actions are allotted to the virtual robot and more variables are considered in these competitions. In particular, a new type of objects named "container" is introduced and four new primitive actions become available to the virtual robot.
-putin(A, C): The robot puts object A into container C.
-takeout(A, C): The robot takes out object A from container C.
-open(C): The robot opens container C.
-close(C): The robot closes container C.
Generally, each testing problem involves 30 portable objects and 17 locations, which requires 12 to 23 actions to accomplish the test.
Clearly, testing problems became more challenging. However, most teams still performed well. Despite approaches reported in Section 3, some new approaches are employed in the competitions.
Improved NM approach On top of the NM approach, "macro actions" are introduced as consecutive executions of some original actions. When a plan contains a macro action, it means the robot should execute a sequence of actions at the step. Clearly, using macro actions can reduce the number of actions in a plan, thus improve the efficiency of the original approach. However, the plan contained with macro actions may not be an optimal solution. We can remedy the problem through careful definitions of macro actions.
IDA* Search approach The approach is based on the Iterative Deepening A* (IDA*) search algorithm, which is a variant of the A* search algorithm using iterative deepening to keep the memory usage lower than in A*. The heuristic is essential for the performance of the approach and some pruning techniques are still required for certain cases.
NM plus PS approach The NM approach can compute an optimal plan taking a long time, while the PS approach can compute a plan in shorter time that is not necessarily optimal. This approach combines the benefits of both approaches. It first provides a skeleton of the solution by the PS approach, then fulfills details by the NM approach. However, the solution may not be optimal.
Improved PS approach The approach improves the original PS approach through a much deeper analysis of structures of corresponding testing problems. For each testing problem, the approach creates a directed graph based on the initial and goal locations of related objects. Then, a strategy of solving the problem is chosen based on the structure of the graph.
The results of the 5th competition (similar to the results of the 4th competition) are listed in Table 5 . It shows that most teams perform well and the Improved NM approach and the IDA* approach perform better than others. 
Discussion
Since 2010, the RoboCup@Home competition has added a new suit of tests, named General Purpose Service Robot (GPSR) [6, 7] . Different from other tests, GPSR is not incorporated into a story and there is not a predefined set of actions.
In the test, the domestic robot is asked to serve user's needs which are specified in English. Note that, the requirements for high-level functions in GPSR are similar to the requirements in simulation competitions reported in this paper. We believe that, besides underlying robotics techniques, high-level functions are also crucial for future domestic applications of a service robot. In the simulation competitions, the following three issues related to high-level functions are mainly considered.
(1) Planning for Complicated Tasks Figure 2 shows an example of a complicated task. Suppose you and your friend are setting in the living room and you ask your robot to fetch two cans of beer from the dining room. This request is a complex task consisting of two related goals, move the first can from the dining room to the living room and move the second from the dining room to the living room. If the robot cannot understand or make use of the relatedness of the goals, it will fetch the cans one by one separately, as shown in Figure 2a . Obviously, it is not necessarily optimal and is typically inefficient. An optimal plan is shown in Figure 2b . This is the way an intelligent robot is expected to do it. In the simulation platform, the optimal plan would get the highest score. Different testing problems in competitions correspond to various complicated tasks in domestic applications.
(2) From Dialogue Understanding to Planning An important requirement for a intelligent service robot is to extract knowledge and information from human-robot dialogue, and translate them to task planners, with which the task planners can make use of the knowledge and information to solve new problems and the robots can accumulate knowledge and improve performance. In competitions, we use tasks specified in LSNLs or a simplified LSNL to simulate sentences in the human-robot dialogue. Robots are required to quickly respond to users' utterances. Then efficiency issues become more acute, dialogue understanding and task planning should be terminated in a short time. In competitions, each program needs to return a result in 5 seconds, which is taken as the length of time that users can tolerate.
From the results of the series of competitions, we can see that most teams perform better and better, especially these teams using the Improved NM approach or the IDA* approach. With the accumulation of the five competitions, we can see that the testing problems become more and more challenging. In the 1st competition, a testing problem may contain 14 different locations and 8 to 21 portable objects, and the problem can be solved less than 15 steps. While in the 4th and 5th competitions, a testing problem involves 17 locations and 30 portable objects, and the problem requires 12 to 23 actions to be solved. On the other hand, the performance of participating teams also become better and better. In the first two competitions, only a few teams performed well. While in the last two competitions, most teams can solve almost all testing problems and the differences of their performances are lessening.
Conclusion
In this paper, we report five simulation competitions based on a platform for evaluating high-level function of a domestic robot. These competitions focus on the performance of a robot on task planning and dialogue understanding while avoiding the consideration of robots' hardware. From the results of the series of competitions, we can see that more and better approaches have been developed through the competitions, indicating that the competitions are welcome by researchers and students (graduates and undergraduates) and also helpful for promoting research and education on high-level functions of service robots. In addition, we hope this competition will help draw more and more teams to participate in real robot competitions as real robots become available to more and more people.
In the future, we will extend the simulation competition to consider other high-level functions of domestic robots, including coping with dynamic environ-ments, failure recovery, uncertain information processing, human-robot dialogue during the execution of a current plan, multi-robot scenarios and so on.
